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Who we are: 
 
•National non-profit trade association 
•Training & education 
•Membership based on flat fee 
•No additional costs 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your company’s flat fee membership provides unlimited access to everything we provide, including unlimited conference registration, access to PLRB coverage attorneys, distance learning modules, and weather CATs data.  The purpose of this Powerpoint is to help you make the most of your PLRB membership.  Your usage of PLRB’s services does not increase your company’s costs.



 
 

PLRB Departments: 
 
1. Property & Liability Legal Departments 

 
2. Building Code Department 

 
3. Education Department 

 
4. Weather / CAT Department 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are four main departments – five if you separate the property and liability legal departments.  The first portion of this powerpoint discusses the two legal departments.



Property & Liability Legal Departments 

Coverage Database 
 
•Policy annotations of HO, BP, CP, BR, BI, PA, CA, GR, & GL forms 
 
•State by State annotations on coverage issues, i.e., ACV, vacancy, ensuing loss, etc. 
 
•Emerging Issues, FAQs, Q&As and Adjuster Resource Sheets on coverage topics 
 
•PLRB coverage questions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PLRB’s website has a coverage database that is available to you 24/7.  Policy annotations contain a chapter on each provision of a policy.  They  include the newest cases, as well as explanation of changes from one edition to the next. They are updated constantly, and are a great place to get the big picture on a coverage topic.  PLRB recommends that this is the fist place you should look when doing coverage research in their database.Our state by state annotations are our most popular section of the coverage database.  They allow you to hone in on a coverage topic as it pertains to a particular state of interest.  It also shows you a summary of all cases from that state, rather than focus on just one case.  Emerging issues are a good place to look when these just isn’t case law yet on a new topic, yet you have to make a coverage determination.  And our adjuster resource sheets are a new product – they are 1-2 page documents focused on a particular type of claim, such as a water loss, collapse,  condo, or ALE claim.  These documents provide approximately ten questions to consider before speaking to an insured or investigating a loss.   They are not checklists, but simply issues that potentially could arise under certain kinds of losses.PLRB responds to 1000’s of coverage questions a year.  We take some of the most unique ones, and strip them of any identifying information regarding who the insured or insurer is, and add them to our coverage database, so that the next time a similar question comes up, you don’t have to start your legal research from scratch.



Property & Liability Legal Departments 

Ask a Coverage Question 
 
•PLRB attorneys respond to individual coverage 
questions w/in 5 business days 
 

•1,000’s of questions replied to a year 
 
•Determination of duty to defend (liability) 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Often questions are responded to in less than 5 days.  Like all of our services, there is no additional fee to submit your coverage question.  Most people submit their question via our homepage www.plrb.org  You will need your own username and password, which you can quickly sign up for on our homepage using your company email domain.In fairness to all our members, questions are answered in the order in which they are received.  Our responses are for internal use only and may not be turned over to the insured or agent or plaintiff attorney.  However, you may cut and paste what we provide and incorporate it into your own reservation or rights or denial letter, as long as you make no reference to PLRB.  The main reason for this is because otherwise insureds receiving a copy of PLRB’s coverage reply, will the contact PLRB and try to adjust their claim directly with PLRB rather than with you.   



Property & Liability Legal Departments 

Statutory / Regulatory Bulletins 
 

•Summaries of coverage related DOI regs & orders 
 

•Summaries of coverage related statutes 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PLRB tracks the department of insurance in all 50 states for “coverage” related bulletins.  We report them in our weekly email publication called Frontlines, and also add them permanently to our coverage database so you can always locate the information you need.



Property & Liability Legal Departments 

Statutory / Regulatory Bulletins 
 

 
AK - Dominant Cause of Loss  
AK - Emergency Adjuster Licensing and Grace Periods Following Earthquake  
CA - Request to Ease Contents Inventory Requirements For Wildfire Victims  
CA - Insurers Urged to Relax Premium Due Dates for Federal Workers  
CO - Re-Issued Bulletin Regarding Offers Of Optional Homeowners Coverages  
CT - CAT Adjuster Licensing Program Activated  
FL - CE Deadline Extension Issued To Accelerate Hurricane Michael Recovery  
FL - Cancellation/Non-Renewal 90-Day Reprieve for Hurricane Michael Victims  
GA - Premium Payment Leniency Urged Following Severe Storms  
IL - Post-Tornado Claims Handling Guidelines 
LA - Adjuster Exam Fee Reimbursements for Vets  
Multistate - Insurers Urged to Practice Leniency with Federal Workers  
NC - Adjusting Practices for Hurricane Water Damage 
NE - Leniency Request for Storm Victims 
OH - 60-Day Extensions for Storm Victims  
TN - Emergency Order Relaxing Rules for Storm Victims  
WA - Adjuster Licensing Special Education Rule Adopted  
WA - Risk Mitigation Program Rules Adopted 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our statutory and regulatory bulletins are state specific, and provide quick notification of changes in the law pertaining to coverage and claims handling issues.



Property & Liability Legal Departments 

Statutory / Regulatory Bulletins 
 

 
 
 
 
Recent bulletins include: 
 
 
CA - Request to Ease Contents Inventory Requirements For Wildfire Victims  
 

 
 
IL - Post-Tornado Claims Handling Guidelines 
 
 
OH - 60-Day Extensions for Storm Victims  



Property Legal Department 

Catastrophe Bulletins 
 

In depth and timely discussion of first party coverage issues that 
may arise from hurricanes, wildfires, volcanic eruptions, etc.  

 

•Hurricane Dorian Coverage Bulletin – FL, GA, NC, SC 
•Hurricane Barry Coverage Bulletin – LA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The property legal department also writes catastrophe bulletins on things like wildfires, hurricanes and volcanic eruptions.  For example, when there is a hurricane approaching the U.S., our property team quickly works together to create a 50 page document that highlights all the coverage / legal issues that might arise in this type of loss with a focus on the law of the state(s) being impacted by the storm.  What’s more, this detailed document is posted on our homepage before the storm makes landfall.  We know that many companies in times of a catastrophe, ask their adjusters from out of state to handle claims in states where they might not be familiar with the law.  Time is of the essence.  That’s why we act quickly to get you up to speed.  Furthermore, we recognize that you might not have time to read through a 50 page document, which is why our catastrophe bulletins contain a table of contents with links, allowing you to jump to the exact portion of the document that applies to your claim.



Property & Liability Legal Departments 

Case Law Reviews 
 
•Quick In Brief summaries 
 
•Comments from PLRB attorneys about court’s holding 
 
•Links to related materials 
 

•Approximately 600 cases reviewed a year 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our attorneys read through hundreds of insurance cases a week, to find you the most important and relevant cases you should know about.  We not only strip the legal jargon from our discuss, but we provide a quick summary of the case so you can quickly know what it stands for.  Want to know more about the case?  Read further.  Each case review contains a Comments section where PLRB will help you better understand how the case fits in with the rest of the case law out there.



Property & Liability Legal Departments 

Law Reviews 
 
•Quick In Brief summaries 
 
•Comments from PLRB attorneys about court’s holding 
 
•Links to related materials 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to a quick In Brief summary, we always try to provide a link to a free governmental website that provides the full court opinion, should you want to dive deeper into the case.  We will also make reference to other PLRB related material we have on the topic so you can see the bigger picture.



Property  Legal Department 

New PLRB Property Resources 
• Condominium Claims: Top Ten Questions for Property Adjusters 
• Drones: Fact Sheet for Claims Adjusters  
• Diminution in Value: homes in damaged neighborhoods; catastrophe 
makes home less valuable or unsellable; loss to pair or set  
• Appraisal: interest on appraisals—what is owed, when does it begin to 
accrue?  
•Adjuster Resource Sheets for handling challenging claims scenarios 
•Standard Fire Policy – 50 state survey 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are you already familiar with PLRB?  Did you know every single year we add over 1000 new documents to our website a year?  For example, in 2019, the property legal department added the following new legal discussions to the PLRB coverage database.



Property Legal Department 

Test Your Coverage Knowledge 
 
•Short bi-weekly articles on topical first party coverage issues 
 
•Excellent training tool 
 

Sample articles: 
•Additional Coverage for Access Device: Mobile Banking App  
•Animal Exclusion and Proximate Cause: Burglar Locks Up Dog  
•Insurable Interest: Is It Retained After Deeding Property to Children?  
•Insured: Is a Live-In Companion an Insured?  
•Freezing Loss: Survey of PLRB Documents  
•Motor Vehicle: Charging Unit of Electric Car - Coverage A, B or C?  
•Sewer Backup Coverage vs. Flood Exclusion  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Want to take a quick quiz on a coverage topic?  Or need a good subject to get a claims meeting going?  Check out our Test Your Coverage Knowledge articles.  This appear in our Frontlines email every other week.  (Test Your CLAIMS Knowledge articles appear the opposite weeks).  These are typically 2-3 page discussions of a coverage question recently asked of PLRB.



Liability Legal Department 

New PLRB Liability Resources 
 
•Alternative Litigation Funding – A Growing Trend 
 
•CGL Coverage For Employment Practices Liability Claims 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The liability legal department has also added numerous materials in 2019, including a discussion on Alternative Litigation Funding, and CGL coverage for employment practices liability claims.



PRODUCTS & SERVICES 

Building Code Department 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s talk briefly about PLRB’s newest department: the building code department.



Building Code Department 

Ask a Building Code Question 
 

•PLRB staff will respond to your individual building code     
question w/in 5 business days 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking for a specific building code?  Or are you unsure what a particular building code means?  Submit your building code question to PLRB.



Building Code Department 

Building Code Database 
 

•Database consisting of state and local building codes 
 

•Graphical interface relating to building code topics (allows code 
research by image) 
 

•Frequently asked building code questions, i.e., roofing, slip and fall 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can also do your own search in our growing building code database.  If you can’t find what you are looking for, just submit your question to PLRB and they will respond within 5 business days.  You can also find general discussions of building code issues via our graphical interface.  Just click on an image to learn more about a type of construction.



PRODUCTS & SERVICES 

Education Department 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our next department is the PLRB Education and Training department.



Education Department 

PLRB Claims Conference 
Conferences & Expos 
•Claims Conference (March 2020 - Washington DC) 
•Technology & Claims Symposium (June 2020 – Denver) 
•Central Regional Adjusters Conference (Sept. 2020 - Columbus, OH)  
•Eastern Regional Adjusters Conference (Oct. 2020 - Providence, RI) 
•Large Loss Conference (Nov. 2020 – Phoenix, AZ) 
 

•CE/CLE available 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Did you know we have five educational conferences a year?  The Claims conference is a three day conference and offers 100 classes to choose from.  Our two regional conferences are both two days and offer approximately 30 classes to choose from.  Are Tech conference was offered for the first time in 2018, and over the course of two days focuses on using technology to assist in your claims handling and investigating.  All 4 of these conferences offer property and liability classes, helpful to adjusters, attorneys, and underwriters.  All four of these conference have an expo if service providers you can network with.  Lastly, our Large Loss conference is a two day conference that looks at property and liability claims from start to finish.  Rather than taking classes on specific subject matter, in this conference you learn the practical methods used to handle a claim.  CE/CLE is available for some states at all of our conferences.



Education Department 

Distance Learning Modules 
•Over 80 CE-approved online training courses 
 
•Business Income Module Program and Certification (new!) 
 
•Available on-demand 24/7 
 
•Property & Casualty Certification available 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Need CE but can’t make it to one of our conferences?  We have over 80 CE online training courses that have been approved in a number of states for two hours of CE.  The best part is they are available 24/7 so you can take the courses when it is most convenient for you.



Education Department 

Webinars 
 

•Monthly live interactive webinars on emerging topics 
 

•100’s of recordings & handouts available online 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PLRB hosts a monthly one hour webinar on a hot topic.  If you missed one, don’t worry, they are all recorded so you can always listen to it later.



Education Department 

PLRB Presents! Industry Insights 
 

•Insightful presentations  
•Bite-size 18-minute format  
•Current industry topics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don’t have time for a 2 hour modules?  Check out PLRB Presents which offers short presentations with practical solutions on current industry topics.



Education Department 

Test Your Claims Knowledge 
•Biweekly topical claims handling issues delivered right to your inbox 
•Recent articles include: 

•Are These Chimneys Well-Designed?  
•Can You Explain Extra Expense to an Insured?  
•What's Wrong With These Chimneys?  
•How Can Extra Expense Help Resolve Your BI Claim? 
•Autonomous Vehicles: Liability & Coverage Issues 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recall, when we were discussing the Property Legal Department, I mentioned the bi-weekly Test Your Coverage Knowledge.  This is its counterpart – Test Your CLAIMS Knowledge.  It is a bi-weekly 2-3 page discussion on claims handling issues.



Education Department 

Other Educational Resources 
•Home Reference Book: descriptions & illustrations of common residential 
property problems 
 

•Conference Handouts: hundreds of handouts from previous PLRB Conferences 
available online 
 

•Business Income Worksheet: a spreadsheet tool to help adjusters calculate small 
BI losses 
 

•Building Damage Videos: real-life property claim scenarios explored from initial 
damage to restoration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explore PLRB’s website to find lots of other educational and training resources.  Like the Home Reference Book which can help get you up to speed on things like how a sump pump works or a french drain.  Heard there was a great class at a PLRB conference you weren’t able to attend?  Don’t worry, all our conference handouts are added to ourwebsite.Have a small business you insure that sustained a business income loss?  Check out PLRB’s BI worksheet.  It can walk you through how to calulate a small BI loss.Lastly, check out our building damage video for more information on adjusting property losses.



PRODUCTS & SERVICES 

Weather / CAT Department 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our final department is the Weather / CAT Department.



Weather / CAT Department 

Daily Reports 
 
• Severe Storm & Occurrence Summary - Identifies preliminary locations of severe 
weather reports relayed to the National Weather Service   
 

• Threats Assessment – Details forecasted weather events and ongoing disasters that 
may affect insured from current day to the next 10 days. Includes severe weather, 
tropical weather, fire weather, heavy snow / icing, precipitation, & flooding. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Check out our Daily Reports on the latest severe storms as well as forecasted weather events.



Weather / CAT Department 

Major Events Catastrophe Bulletins  
 
•PLRB creates and maintains web pages for specific major events such as 
hurricanes, major floods, wildfires, riots, and volcanic eruptions.  
 

•Maps (static and interactive), documents, and data analysis are included. 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Was there a catastrophe in an area you insure?  The weather / cats department creates catastrophe bulletins with all the data you need to help you determine the magnitude of the area effected.



Weather / CAT Department 

Web Apps (Interactive Maps) 

Wind/Tornado Research Hail Research Current Weather & Forecasts 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Check out our web apps to research data on wind, tornados, hail and current weather.



Weather / CAT Department 

New PLRB Weather / Cat Resources 
 

Severe Weather Watch/Warning Search Capabilities  
Severe weather and tornado watch/warning data is loaded each morning, 
from the previous day’s weather advisories and searchable within the “Watches 
& Warnings Research” Web app. 
  
Precipitation / Snowfall Research Web App. 
Historical precipitation data from 2005 – present and snowfall data from 
2015 – present are now available from our Web map applications. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Did you know that PLRB has somebody on staff who loads all the latest weather data first thing in the morning, 7 days a week.  This includes info on severe weather from the previous day.  We also have historical precipitation data from 2005 to the present, as well as snowfall data from 2015.  And as is the case with all of our other departments, if you need help navigating our website or app, or question have a question about a weather event, feel free to reach out to us.



Get to Know 
PLRB 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This Powerpoint presentation is intended to give you an overview of all the products and services provided by PLRB.  We encourage you to take full advantage of your PLRB membership.  Dive deeper into our website and discover how PLRB can help you.



We’re here to help. 

•PLRB Classes - PLRB member training classes offered at most PLRB 
conferences 
 
•On-line PLRB Tutorials - available 24/7 at www.plrb.org 
 
•Customized Live Webinars –live webinars about PLRB can be customized 
to individual company interest 
 

•Communication – follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and subscribe to our 
various email publications, including our weekly Frontlines newsletter 
 

•Phone PLRB – Our staff is always available to answer your questions and 
help you navigate our website  (888) 711-7572 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lastly, if you want to learn more about PLRB, we offer several ways to get to know us more.  1. We offer classes about us at most of our conferences, 2. we have several PLRB training videos available on line 24/7, 3. we can provide your company with a live webinar customized to your company’s type of business, 4. you can follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and subscribe to our weekly Frontlines email newsletter to keep abreast with what’s new, and 5. of course, you can always submit a question to us through our website, email or by phone.  We truly enjoy helping our members, and look forward to working with you.

http://www.plrb.org/
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